
INSTALLATION

CUSTOMER SERVICE
877.370.3604 (toll free)

INSTALLATION QUESTIONS
techsupport@kuryakyn.com

or call 715.247.2983

LIMITED WARRANTY
Küryakyn warrants that any Küryakyn products sold 
hereunder, shall be free of defects in materials and 
workmanship for a period of one (1) year from the 

date of purchase by the consumer excepting the 
following provisions:

 
• Küryakyn shall have no obligation in the event 

the customer is unable to provide a receipt showing 
the date the customer purchased the product(s). 

• The product must be properly installed, 
maintained and operated under normal conditions. 

• Küryakyn makes no warranty, expressed or 
implied, with respect to any gold plated products. 

• Küryakyn shall not be liable for any consequential 
and incidental damages, including labor and 

paint, resulting from failure of a Küryakyn product, 
failure to deliver, delay in delivery, delivery in 

nonconforming condition, or for any breech of con-
tract or duty between Küryakyn and a customer.  

• Küryakyn products are often intended for use 
in specific applications. Küryakyn makes no 

warranty if a Küryakyn product is used in 
applications other than intended. 

• Küryakyn electrical products are warranted for 
one (1) year from the date of purchase by the con-

sumer. Components of Küryakyn products containing 
L.E.D.s will be warranted for defects in materials and 
workmanship for 3 years from the date of purchase. 

• Küryakyn makes no warranty of any kind in 
regard to other manufacturer’s products distributed 

by Küryakyn. Küryakyn will pass on all warranties 
made by the manufacturer and where possible, will 

expedite the claim on behalf of the customer, 
but ultimately, responsibility for disposition of the 

warranty claim lies with the manufacturer. 

ABOUT OUR CATALOG
For purchasing Küryakyn® products, you 

can receive a complete catalog free of charge. 
Send the Proof-of-Purchase below with 

your address to: Küryakyn, P.O. Box 339, 
Somerset, WI 54025. Please indicate either 

Accessories Catalog for Harley-Davidson® 
or GL & Metric Cruisers.

Be sure to ask your local dealer about other 
Küryakyn® products, the motorcycle parts and 

accessories designed for riders by riders.

©2005 Küryakyn USA® All Rights reserved.

PARTS INCLUDED

 1 Right Side Transformer Grip
 1 Left Side Transformer Grip
 2 Adhesive Bottles
 2 Zombie Grip Emblems
 2 Widow Grip Emblems
 2 Maltese Grip Emblems
 1 Plastic Spacer
 1  Instruction Sheet

Please read and understand entire instructions before starting installation.

ThANk YOU fOR ChOOSING küRYAkYN!

IN ORDER TO PROTECT YOU AND OThERS fROM POSSIBLE INjURY
AND/OR PROPERTY DAMAGE OR LOSS, PLEASE PAY CLOSE ATTENTION 
TO ALL INSTRUCTIONS, WARNINGS, CAUTIONS AND ATTENTION NOTES 
REGARDING ThE USE AND CARE Of ThIS PRODUCT.

WARNING! THIS INDICATION ALERTS YOU TO THE FACT THAT IGNORING THE 
CONTENTS DESCRIBED HEREIN CAN RESULT IN POTENTIAL DEATH OR 
SERIOUS INJURY.

CAUTION! This indication alerts you to the fact that ignoring the contents described herein 
can result in potential injury or material damage.

ATTENTION! This indication alerts you to the fact that ignoring the contents described herein 
may negatively affect product performance and functionality.

TOOLS SUGGESTED
Set of Torx drivers, set of hex drivers, combination wrenches, utility knife, 80-100 grit 
sandpaper, adhesive solvent

STRICTLY OBSERVE ThE fOLLOWING GUIDELINES IN ORDER TO USE ThE 
PRODUCT PROPERLY AND AVOID POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS ACCIDENTS.

ThROTTLE SIDE PROCEDURE

ATTENTION! A factory service manual may be helpful in performing this installation. Do not   
    attempt to perform this installation if you are not confident in your ability to   
    complete all of the steps in the procedure; consult a trained technician. 

fITS: hONDA: ’02-'08 VTX1800 (ALL), ’03-UP VTX1300 (ALL), ’04-’07 RUNE, ’98-’03 

ShADOW AERO 1100, ’00-’07 ShADOW SABRE 1100, ’97-’07 ShADOW SPIRIT 1100, ’98-

’03 ShADOW ACE TOURER 1100, ’98-’03 ShADOW ACE 750 DELUXE, '09-UP fURY, ’98-’03 

ShADOW ACE 750, ‘04-UP ShADOW 750 AERO, ’00-UP ShADOW SPIRIT 750, ’96-’07 VLX 

DELUXE 600, ’96-’07 VLX 600, ’94-’04 MAGNA

SUZUkI: ’95-’08 INTRUDER 1400/BOULEVARD S83, ’95-UP INTRUDER 800/BOULEVARD S50

UNIVERSAL fOR 1” hANDLEBARS

6232-12MC-0209
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INSTALLATION

ATTENTION! It is the installer’s responsibility to ensure that all of the fasteners (including pre-assembled)  
    are tightened before operation of the motorcycle. Kuryakyn will not warranty components  
    lost due to improper installation. Periodic maintenance may be required.

 NOTE; Installation of these grips requires removal of any ribs on the OEM throttle sleeve

STEP 1 Park the motorcycle on a hard, level surface; turn off the ignition.

STEP 2 Remove the right side grip from the handlebar. With a razor blade or sharp knife, slice lengthwise 
through the right grip down to the throttle sleeve. Be very careful not to cut into the sleeve. Remove any 
decorative end caps etc.

STEP 3 “Peel” the grip completely off of the throttle sleeve. Sand any grip or glue residue off of the 
sleeve. The sleeve must be completely clean. The surface of the throttle sleeve should be slightly roughed 
so the glue will adhere to it.

 NOTE; Installation of these grips requires removal of any ribs on the OEM throttle sleeve

STEP 4 Reinstall the throttle sleeve to the handle bar in reverse order as it was removed in STEP 2

STEP 5 Place a clean rag over any painted surface of the bike that glue could drip on. Clean inside the 
grip with a mild solvent, such as window cleaner, to remove any grime or residue. Allow to dry completely.

CAUTION! Avoid damage to the motorcycle.  Protect painted surfaces with a soft cloth or blanket.

STEP 6 Apply glue to the inside of the grip.  Distribute the glue evenly inside the grip for the best 
adhesion.

STEP 7 In one smooth motion, slide the grip onto the throttle sleeve and into position.  Rotate it back 
and forth slightly as you slide it on to help distribute the glue evenly and keep the grip from pushing the 
glue up against the switch housing. Be sure to line up the emblem location to the desired positioning, with 
the opening facing the rider. You must work quickly to get the desired position before the glue dries. 
(Approx. 6 seconds)

STEP 8  Once in place, squeeze the grip firmly to press the rubber against the sleeve and hold for 15 
seconds.

STEP 9 Ensure proper clearance and operation before riding the motorcycle.

CAUTION! Ensure that the installation of this product does not interfere with the proper operation of the 
motorcycle before riding.

CLUTCh SIDE PROCEDURE

STEP 1 Remove the clutch side grip.  A sharp knife may be used to cut the grip lengthwise allowing you 
to “peel” the stock grip from the handlebar.

STEP 2 Sand the clutch side handlebar surface with 80-100 grit sandpaper or emery cloth to remove 
any previous glue or rubber residue. This provides a pristine metal surface for the new adhesive and the 
roughness provides the adhesive a better surface to adhere to. 

STEP 3 Clean the exposed handlebar with solvent and allow the area to dry completely.

STEP 4 Clean inside the grip with a mild solvent, such as window cleaner, to remove any grime or 
residue.   Allow to dry completely. 
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INSTALLATION

STEP 5 Measure the length of the exposed handlebar from the switch housing to the end of the bar. 
Now measure the depth of the grip. Subtract the length of bare handlebar from the depth of the grip. 
This is the length of the spacer you will make. Cut the spacer from the length of plastic spacer included. 
A razor blade or sharp knife will work for this. Insert the spacer into the left grip and push it all the way 
into the grip. Test fit the grip on the bar, and adjust the length of the spacer as needed.

CAUTION! Avoid damage to the motorcycle.  Protect painted surfaces with a soft cloth or blanket.

STEP 6 Apply glue to the inside of the clutch side grip.  Distribute the glue evenly inside the grip for the 
best adhesion.

STEP 7 In one smooth motion, slide the grip onto the handlebar and into position.  Rotate it back and 
forth slightly as you slide it on to help distribute the glue evenly and keep the grip from “plowing” the glue 
up against the switch housing. Be sure to line up the emblem location to the desired positioning, with the 
opening facing the rider. You must work quickly to get the desired position before the glue dries. 
(Approx. 6 seconds)

STEP 8 Once in place, squeeze the grip firmly to press the rubber against the bar and hold for 15 
seconds.

STEP 9 Ensure proper operation and clearance before operating the motorcycle.

CAUTION! Ensure that the installation of this product does not interfere with the 
proper operation of the motorcycle before riding.

EMBLEM INSTALLATION
    
STEP 1 With the Transformer Grip you have three different choices when it comes 
to the emblems. A Zombie, Widow, and the Maltese.

STEP 2 To install, simply slide one end of the emblem into the opening of the 
emblem location. Route the opposite end around with your finger, until the emblem is 
completely secured in the opening.

STEP 3 Repeat step 2 on the opposite grip.

STEP 4 To remove the emblem, simply use a small flat blade screwdriver and lift up the edge of the 
rubber where the emblem is secured. Slightly pry up the edge of the emblem until you can pop it out with 
your fingers. See PIC 1.

STEP 5 Replace with the desired emblem and be sure that the emblem is completely seated in place.
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PIC 1


